BESTBOARD Debuts Smart Conferencing Solutions At ISE 2020

BESTBOARD, (December 12, 2019) – Sinocan International Technologies Co., Ltd. A
leading manufacturer of interactive touch displays and conference solutions, will be
showcasing a range of smart conferencing devices and collaboration tools during the
ISE 2020, 11 – 14 Feb in RAI Amsterdam.
The Ultimate All-In-One Smart Conference 4K Display
BESTBOARD S5 series interactive conference all-in-one 4K display eliminates the need
for stand-alone projectors, PCs, TVs, whiteboards, cameras, microphones and
speakers by folding all of these technologies into a single slim, wireless and video
conferencing ready smart conference all-in-one. Allowing users to instantly host or
join video conferences without having to worry about the compatible issues of the
camera, microphone and speakers, and greatly reduces the maintenance and
troubleshooting needed for your IT apartment.

Connect Effortlessly, Collaborate Efficiently, Interact Smoothly
Say goodbye to excess cables, dongles and adaptors, BESTBOARD allows multi-device
interaction wirelessly without compatibility concerns, no matter if its Windows based
notebooks, iPhones/iPads/Mac, Android based phones/tablets or even Chromebooks,
all these devices can now connect, collaborate and interact with BESTBOARD
effortlessly, efficiently and smoothly.
Advanced Touch Technologies, Preciously Simplified
By using projected capacitive (PCAP) with optical bonding glass along with electromagnetic resonance (EMR) pressure sensing stylus, the minimalistic designed S5
series not only offers more smooth and responsive touch/writing experience over
traditional inferred (IR) touch screens, the bezel-less, slim and sleek outlook (only
17mm thick panel) also adds a modern-classic professional façade to your office and
meeting rooms.

Come and visit BESTBOARD at booth 15-M240 to experience the next generation of
smart conferences. For more information, please visit the BESTBOARD website or
follow them on Linkedin.

About BESTBOARD by Sinocan International Technologies Co., Ltd.
Founded in 2007, with over 10 years of technical design capacity to develop smart
office eco-system, has become a high technology party covering production,
development, sales and service. Since 2012, Sinocan strived to develop and produce
display products with EMR + PCAP touch technology, focusing on corporates and
educational markets around the world.
To find out more about BESTBOARD, visit https://bestboard.vip/

